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POTENTIAL ENERGY.
[ART. 495
We now integrate each term by parts, following Green's method, (Art. 149).    We have
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where the square brackets imply that the term is to be taken between the limits of integration. These are represented by A to B in the figure of Art. 149. Treating all the terms in the same way, we have
Q   ixr        fwdVj    ,  tv\(dV\ , (dv\ , (dVV\  i hvr Tr = -   KY-J- d<r +   K ](-?-) -M -r- 1 +    j~-}[ dv.
J         dn         J      \\dxj      \dyj     \dz I } If the integration extend throughout a sphere of large radius R, the product Vd Vjdn is of the order 1/E3 while da- is of the order R1.    The surface integration therefore vanishes when the integration extends throughout all space.    We thus find
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Ex.    Find thi» potential energy of the system described in Art. 478.
We have 87rjr=jA'7'"Jrfj, where J?*= -dV/dx and W is the energy per unit of area.
Between A and L, F=4?rp, A'=l and the limits of integration are # = 0 to a. r.i-twt'cn L inul //, 7''=4ir/»/A', and the limits are x = a to a + t. Between L' and B, F-- -lirp, K--. I and the limits are x = a + tto 0. Outside A and B, J*'=0. Effecting tin-He intir,ruti«»nB and adding the results, we arrive at the result given in Art. 478.
In the Huznu way the energy of the cylindrical condenser described in Art. 479,
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win iv /•':=4ir/>rt/r and fir 2?rrrfr. Thin evidently reduces to the result given in the art irii- just referred to.
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